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Goki / Akira Gotou / Gokimaru Goki Akira / Gokimaru Gender Male Species
Demon God / Human Alignment Good Height Human / Level 1 form:1,50 m

(meters)4' 11 (feet)Level 2:1,60 m (meters)5' 3 (feet)Level 3 form:1,70 m to
1,85 m (meters)5' 7 to 6' 1 (feet)Level 4 form:1,85 m to 1,90 m (meters)6' 1

to 6' 3 (feet)Level FINAL form:2 m (meters)6' 7 (feet) Introduced in
Manga:Kishin Douji Zenki Volume 4Anime: Kishin Douji ZenkiEpisode 27 This

Zenki reaches his Holy Form after awakening. He's usually just as tall and
has the same orange hair as he did in the High Form of the moment, but
he's different as it seems to be able to bend his body to a greater degree.
It's the strongest form of Goki and the strongest form of Zenki. In ancient

times, a great battle was waged between a master mage, Enno Ozuno, and
an evil demon goddess, Karuma. Unfortunately, Enno didn't have the

strength to defeat her alone and was forced to call upon Zenki, a powerful
protector demon. With Zenki growing stronger, his more powerful Demon

God powers keep appearing more and more often. In this episode, he
struggles to contain his Demon God powers and it is reflected in his fight

with Soul. Azusa, Souma, and Haru (without Sei) attempt to enter Yuuura, as
they have heard from Miki that they can be used as a gateway into the other

worlds. Upon entering the world, they suddenly realize that it is different
from Earth, but the feelings between humans and Tarento begin to grow.
Haru realises that he is connecting with something - possibly an esper. In

the midst of all this, Zenki suddenly appears and intervenes.
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An ancient demon god, Goki first appears in Volume 10 when Akira has
sacrificed himself to enable Zenki to properly fight a foe, which had

previously taken Akira hostage so his friends couldn't fight the enemy
without risking to hurt Akira. While Akira's friends continue to fight the
enemy, Akira has a dying dream where he meets his parents and the

ancient demon god Goki. They remind Akira of his mission to protect his
friends and Akira revives himself, reaching his Level 3 form as Goki. Ancient
Goki's second appearance happens in a flashback which shows him together

with Ozunu and Vasara meeting Zenki for the first time after Zenki's loss
against Ryuuma-ou-Mikado (the Evil Dragon King of Hell). From this point,
Goki, Ozunu and Vasara take over and defeat the dragon, which is then

sealed away by Ozunu. Goki / Akira Gotou / Gokimaru Goki Akira / Gokimaru
Gender Male Species Demon God / Human Alignment Good Height Human /

Level 1 form:1,50 m (meters)4' 11 (feet)Level 2:1,60 m (meters)5' 3
(feet)Level 3 form:1,70 m (meters)5' 7 (feet)Level 4 form:1,85 m to 1,90 m

(meters)6' 1 to 6' 3 (feet)Level FINAL form:2 m (meters)6' 7 (feet)
Introduced in Manga:Kishin Douji Zenki Volume 4Anime: Kishin Douji

ZenkiEpisode 27 5ec8ef588b
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